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Welcome esteemed NexxxLevel team members,

I'm thrilled to introduce you to NexxxLevel, Inc., the unparalleled hub for
pioneering nightlife experiences, dynamic events, and captivating performances.
Our groundbreaking mobile application is now accessible for download on both

the Apple App Store and Google Play.

Here at NexxxLevel, we're proud to unveil our revolutionary platform designed to
revolutionize the way you experience parties. Explore a wealth of insights, cutting-

edge tools, and invaluable resources crafted to amplify entertainment, optimize
the ambiance of nightclubs, and empower event planners to achieve

unprecedented success. We invite you to join us on this exciting journey and
harness the power of NexxxLevel to elevate your party endeavors to new heights.

Welcome to the future of unforgettable entertainment experiences!



NEXXX LEVEL 
T E A M S

 The primary objective of the Nexxx Level teams is to
strategically expand our platform's reach by

onboarding a diverse array of entertainers. These
teams serve the crucial role of attracting and retaining

talented individuals to our platform, fostering an
environment conducive to vibrant and engaging

content. Through a commission-based compensation
structure, the teams operate cohesively as a unified
entity, incentivized to drive revenue generation. This
model ensures that compensation is directly tied to

the team's success in cultivating active profiles,
emphasizing a mutual benefit where earnings are
realized only upon the achievement of revenue

milestones.



Please contact the management and express
your intent to form a Nexxx Level team

comprising two or more individuals. Ensure
that you have the necessary information such
as the names, ages, phone numbers, and email

addresses of all team members readily
available.

NEXXX LEVEL 
TEAM PROCESS:

STEP ONE: 

STEP TWO: 

STEP THREE: 

Once management approves your team, they
will contact you and request that you sign a

commission contract. Following this, you will
receive a list of social media pages and

instructions on how to manage them. While
management may not necessarily ask for

banking information, they will need to
establish a payment method. Your team may
either be added to the company's payroll or
receive payment through wire transfer upon

direction.

Once the setup is complete, you will assume
responsibility for elevating your team to the

next level.

GET STARTED

Wait 24-72 hours 

Contact management 



NEXXX LEVEL
PROS & CONS

NXL CONS:
Having to split commission funds
Having to split Vacation funds 
Might do more work than team at
times

NXL PROS:
Teamwork 
Negotiable commission rates
Vacation options 
Popl cards
Company assistance 
Flexible hours
Build your own team
Free 17 week course on teamwork 

TOOLS:
Social media pages and Advertisements 

Company hotline
Popl partnerships 



TEAM OBLIGATIONS
Once you establish your team and establish payment and vacation
policies, a list of obligations will be assigned to you. Each team will

have unique obligations with varying time limits.

EXAMPLES:
25k a year Mission:

 84 entertainer per month1.
21 entertainer per week2.
3 entertainers per day3.

50k a year Mission:

168 entertainers per month1.
42entertainers per week2.
6 entertainers per day3.

100k a year Mission:

334 entertainers per month1.
84 entertainers per week2.
12 entertainers per day3.



BUILD YOUR 
OWN TEAM



OUR TEAM
Our team is committed to assisting your Nexxx Level team
in attaining success. If you have any questions or concerns,

please do not hesitate to contact us.

We acknowledge that every Nexxx Level team is unique and
faces distinct challenges. Hence, we provide personalized

solutions designed to meet your specific needs. Our
objective is to collaborate with you, identify areas for

improvement, and develop strategies to help you realize
your full potential. We firmly believe that through

cooperation, we can accomplish significant success.
Therefore, please feel free to contact us with any questions
or feedback. We are here to support you at every stage of

the process. Let's elevate your team to the next level!



CONTACT US
Nexxx Level,Inc

www.nexxxlevel.com

Facebook-nxl level
Instagram- n3xlevel.inc
Email- nexxxmembership@gmail.com








